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Sniffing the air in my backyard I am surrounded by the intoxicating aroma of
chokecherry and wild plum blossoms. The scent triggers a memory that is
spring and we are gaining on the months of summer. Its May, the
ultimate month of spring, at least up north. This means spring cleaning for
some. We attempted spring cleaning this year and have sent many bags of stuff
to the dump, some went to the thrift store while other items will be sold at a
rummage sale at an upcoming weekend. In some areas of the house, closets
hadn’t been cleaned out in over ten years! That’s too long.
In the spring I look forward to planting a vegetable garden, though I know
some of you in the southern states are already harvesting the fruits of your
labor, my labor is just beginning, though there are some tender rhubarb shoots
to be picked and made into rhubarb crunch or the first batch of slush!
Spring is when we dust off the training equipment. Not the retrieving
bumpers because we use them all year, but the launchers, ropes, and other
secret weapons we use to make our dogs steady. Spring training means getting
the dogs in shape for tests, trials, and most importantly, the hunting season.
Reminding them that they are to be steady until released. To make a direct
retrieve without dropping the bird until it greets my hand, and track a
wounded bird – I don’t want to lose any birds, we work too hard for them!
Since winter is behind us, I am out more and it that gives me a chance to
reconnect with friends. Some have been gone for the winter or they just don’t
get out much. Others live in places where I am only lucky enough to vacation
near. I especially look forward to a few hot dogs with my Montana friends. But
like the closet with things that have long outlived their usefulness, there are a
few people that are no longer friends and its best to cut them loose, or
donate them to another cause. Fortunately, my friend list is long with people
from across this nation, Canada, and even Europe. I treasure every friend, even
if we have only met by email or in person once or twice. These friends are dog
friends and part of my family that I treasure and feel lucky to know.
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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Shooting Field Trials Article and Photos by Fatmi Anders
Editors Note: The author’s advice translates well to hunting and training situations for all dog breeds.
Good luck taking great photos.
The very first Field Trials we participated
in were at the 2010 CEB-US Nationals in
Montana. We didn’t know what to expect
when we decided to make the journey
from our home in Virginia to spend 4 days
in Big Sky country with people we’d never
met. Thinking this might be a one-shot
deal, I asked if I could go along to take
photos of my husband handling our EBs
during their runs. Well, we got bit by the
trialing bug and proceeded to participate in almost every CEB-US National and regional EB Field
Trial for the next 3 years. Because the runs are short (up to 15 minutes per dog) and by the time
we’d finished our run we were a couple of miles into the course, I asked if I could stay in the field
to take pictures of other EBs during their runs. I’d like to share some of what I learned from
tagging along, and from advice generously shared by different judges, handlers, and field
marshals.
First and foremost, tell the Field Trial Secretary that you’d like to walk the course. Do this the day
before the Field Trials (if not sooner); the day of the Trial a lot is going on and it can be a bit
chaotic. Find out who will judge that course, then ask the judge if it’s alright to tag along. This is
particularly important if you’ve never followed behind a particular judge. Also, the Field Trial
Secretary, field marshals, and judges may have additional requirements or limitations as to how
many people or photographers may follow a group. Most judges, organizers and handlers are
happy to have people along to take pictures, especially of their own dog, but they need to know
everyone who is going to be in the group.
You must not be a distraction for any of the players: the judge, the gunners, the handler, and
especially the dog that is running (that means: no backseat handling!). Also, keep conversations
with anybody else walking along to a minimum. No, scratch that: NO TALKING.
Safety is of utmost importance, so always stay behind the Judge (the gunners are instructed to
never, ever shoot the dog or the judge!). Stay as close to the group as possible, so they know where
you are. If you can’t keep up, then stay well behind, if necessary drop back to walk with the
dog/handler that will run next. If it is a Liberated Trial the gunners will be shooting live ammo, so
you must have some article of clothing (a hat or vest) that is blaze orange. During Wild Trials the
Continued on page 43
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Shooting Field Trials - Continued from page 2
handler will use a blank pistol, so this is not
an issue, but you should still stay close to the
judge so you’re not a distraction to the dog.
On the subject of distraction, don’t make eye
contact with the dog when it’s returning
with a bird; stand up and turn your back to
it.
The one time you can be slightly ahead of
the group, to one side of the trail, is at
take-off. You can get some great shots of the
handler sending off his or her dog. Then let
the group pass, and fall in behind them as
Standing a bit in front and to the side at the start of the
they continue the course. Okay, another time run, you can snap take-off
you can get in front is when the group is walking to the next start off point for the next dog. Get a
good bit ahead, and you can get a dynamic shot of the judge, the handler leading the competing
dog, with the gunners in back, walking towards you. As soon as you take the shot, move out of the
way.
For the most part, your photos will be of the backs of heads. But with the right composition, you’ll
still have keepers. You can show the judge in one corner observing the handler and dog on point,
perhaps also a gunner moving in to flush the bird.
This brings me to a few technical and practical tips for shooting Trials, as well as anytime you’re
out with your dog training or hunting. If your camera allows, set it to shoot in continuous (or burst)
mode. In this mode, holding down the shutter button will take multiple shots. In the example in the
previous paragraph, by shooting in this mode you can
capture a series of photos framing the bird as it is flushed
and takes flight, the dog’s tension as it holds steady, and
the gunner as he or she takes aim and then takes the shot,
all in one image. When you’re trying to catch the dog in
motion, continuous mode lets you take several pictures
as the dog races by. You can then choose which image is
in focus, and which has the best composition. You can
still take single pictures as long as you don’t hold the
shutter button down.
Get down to dog's level for a different
perspective

When photographing a running dog, give it enough
space in front to run through. You can fill most of the
Continued on page 4
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Shooting Field Trials - Continued from page 3
frame with the dog, but leave
some space in front of its nose
so it has somewhere to run to
and doesn’t appear to “hit the
wall” (the edge of the frame).
Focus on the dog’s eyes. Even
if the body is blurred, showing
motion, if the eyes and face are
in sharp focus you can still
have a good picture. If the
head is blurred, nothing much
matters: you have a fuzzy, outof-focus snapshot.
Another example of taking a photo from behind the handler and dog and
still getting a good shot

Everybody knows what their
dogs look like from above.
Drop down on one knee, or both knees, or squat, to show the dog from a different perspective. The
terrain can be pretty rough, and knee pads would make it less painful. Of course, for me there is
also the pain of getting back up. But it’s worth it when the picture shows the dog at its level after
the retrieve, proudly holding its quarry.
The great outdoors is a very dirty place: there is dust, there is pollen, there’s dog hair, and
sometimes there is rain. Don’t even think of changing lenses out in the field. If for some reason you
want to shoot with a telephoto lens and a wide-angle lens, you should bring 2 camera bodies with
the lenses already fixed on them (though after you’ve walked half the course, you will wish you
only had one camera). You don’t want to risk even the smallest speck of dust getting into the
camera body. (If you ever have to change a lens outdoors, point the camera down so the body is on
top and the lens on the bottom. That way dust won’t fall into the body and onto the sensor.
Immediately cover the lens and insert the new lens up into the camera body. Better yet, get in your
car or enclosed space to do it, still with camera pointing down.) Having said this, if you don’t have
a telephoto, don’t sweat it. It helps when you’re not next to your dog when it’s on point, but you
can still get a nice composition if you’re a bit away.
Aside from the blaze orange clothing, it’s best to dress in layers. Field Trials start early when it’s
usually quite cool, depending on location can be downright freezing. Sometimes the temperatures
stay low; sometimes they increase a bit throughout the day. Walking the length of the course with
every dog will warm you up quickly, especially on hilly terrain, so you may have to shed a layer to
Continued on page 5
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Shooting Field Trials - Continued from page 4
stay comfortable. The important thing is to
dress appropriately for the weather, which
can change on a dime. Or not, as we
experienced one day during spring Field
Trials in Denton, MT, when the dogs,
handlers, and judges battled 30 degree
weather, sleet, rain, and 35 mph wind gusts
all day. In this kind of weather, protecting
your camera is not only paramount but also
impossible. The only option in this situation
is a waterproof camera (don’t forget to keep
wiping the lens dry). For other occasions when Give the dog enough space to run through
the rain is not hitting you sideways, and isn’t coming down in buckets, an inexpensive plastic sleeve
can protect your camera. There are also more expensive “raincoats” on the market. Whatever you
select, keep it with you in case the weather turns during a run.
A few other things to carry with you: extra memory cards, an extra fully-charged battery (especially
in cold weather, your camera battery will drain faster), a clean microfiber cloth to keep your lens
clean, and a bottle of water to keep yourself hydrated. At the start of the Trials, pick up a copy of the
run order; it will help identify the dogs and handlers when you start going through your photos
and help you think about how you want to take the photos.
Between runs, when the judge is writing down his or her observations, keep taking photos: of the
judge writing notes (or if it’s Braces, of the judges in discussion); of the gunners; of the handlers as
they get ready with their dogs; of just the dogs. Some of the best pictures are not posed. Having
said this, at the end of a run, get everyone (judge, handler, dog, gunners) to pose for a shot. Not all
handlers travel with a family member or friend who can commemorate their run, and they always
appreciate having a picture of them with their dogs. And this newsletter is always looking for good
photos!
Keep in mind you do not need an expensive professional Digital Single Lens Reflex Camera (DSLR)
to take good photos. There are less expensive “recreational” DSLRs with comparable features, and
with today’s point-and-shoot cameras, you can have awesome results. The cameras on smartphones
have also improved incredibly; nowadays you almost don’t need a separate camera. With digital,
you see the results quickly and can delete the bad shots immediately. Following along during Field
Trials will give you a chance to practice. You’ll also learn a lot about our great little EBs, how to
handle them in the field, how you should be training them, and what the Judges look for during the
Trials. Above all, you’ll enjoy another aspect of owning an EB.
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The Dog Family by Sherry Niesar
Surviving a family holiday, Christmas, Easter, or whatever holiday that brings family together is a special gift.
There is the squabbling between siblings, turf wars over
family property, thermostat settings, Aunt Mary is always
hot, while grandpa is always cold and bundled for the arctic, even indoors. Then there is the food. There’s too
much food or not enough, it’s always too rich and not on
your diet or so bland you wonder how anyone can eat it.
A dramatic family dinner
How are you going to consume dinner without offending
your hostess? If you pick wrong, it’s an unsatisfying meal or worse you suffer gut wrenching
pain and you hope it hits when you are back home and not on the return trip. Families bring out
the best and worst in us.
I used to think my family was an anomaly but now after visiting with coworkers and friends I
realize this is pretty normal. Our most recent family gathering got me to wondering, what about
my dog family? If you are part of my dog family, you probably know it. We share stories about
our crazy dogs, training tips, joys and sorrows of our loved ones, and mostly you understand that
I have dogs and how things are done at my house.
We have four dogs. That’s a lot of dogs when you don’t have kennels, and we don’t have outdoor
kennels. My husband and I rarely travel anywhere together, unless we take the camper. It’s our
home away from home. I know others that
employ this same system where one partner
leaves, the other stays home to take care of the
dogs. But the dog family is used to traveling
with their canines. These dogs are companions
and working dogs. They have a job. They are
hunting dogs for our dog family. We meet up
with our dog families at hunt tests and trials
and share stories of dog and family. We get
along because we have a common goal, to have
well trained hunting dogs.

The dog family is made up of colorful characters and
dog breeds.

My dog family and I share many of the most
wonderful experiences that dogs can bring to
you. We’ve helped puppies into the world and
helped bury them too.
Continued on page 7
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The Dog Family - Continued from page 6
We’ve had the best days of hunting birds
with our dogs. They are well bred and well
trained. We wouldn’t have seen great bird
work without putting in the time training
your pups. All this makes for some very
happy memories, but like with all family
members, there are sad times too. I won’t
belabor this point, but we’ve all lost loved
ones and if you don’t think a dog is a loved
one, maybe you should rethink your
philosophy.
To my dog family, I’m glad you are a part
A shared goal brings together many like minded people,
of my life. You transcend state, nation, and which is often the beginning of your dog family.
continent boundaries. You understand my
struggles, empathize with me, you cheer my triumphs, and offer gallons of advice. When Hillary
Clinton wrote in 1996, It Tak es A Village , I don’t think she was referring to the dog world, but it
sure fits. If you do not have a dog family, find one. They will provide understanding, resources,
and an occasional shoulder to lean on. Once established, the dog family goes beyond the dogs, it
builds rewarding relationships that reach outside your biological family.

Rascal, A Dog With Vision
Ray & Carol Peres often share their “Rascal Adventures”
with me. Rascal is intelligent and creative with his
adventures and Ray often catches his antics on film. One of
his most recent was to open a plastic bag filled with clean
sponges. This is what happened. The sponges were
scattered across the room and Rascal donned his new plastic
Ziploc bag collar. Could it be a new fashion trend? Only
Rascal knows.
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Spring Ramblings by Ken Bruwelheide
As I write this article it is the afternoon
of May 17 and it has been snowing all
day since a late snow storm is passing
over southwest Montana. This means it
is springtime in the Rockies.

For a gun dog enthusiast this time of
year can be difficult for people as well
as dogs. The weather can be variable
from 77 degrees F (three days ago) to 41
degrees F on Friday with snow mixed
with rain scheduled for the next several
days. The state land sections that are
normally available for dog training and
exercise are closed from April 15 to July 15 due to nesting birds. I do have a couple of parcels of
private land to run the dogs on but one must be mindful of freshly planted crops and mud. Luckily I have some hay fields also available.
Recently, I have been struggling to find a bird dog related activity to focus an article on so here
goes!
I am not a dog breeder. I am an owner and hunter of our Epagneul Bretons. Because I am not a
breeder I must rely upon individuals who are to select pairs for breeding to produce dogs that will
have great field characteristics and hunting instincts. In that regard, I have been very fortunate.
All of my dogs are the results of cooperative breeding efforts of Butch Nelson and Fred Overby.
These dogs are what I consider to be hunting dogs for the field. While I have participated in field
trials with all three and they have earned recognition (two have gun dog titles), my primary
interest is the field and hunting.
A layman’s understanding of dog characteristics for breeding must be selected based on field
performance, stamina, and longevity as well as many other factors to produce healthy dogs. Not to
be taken lightly over lunch and a couple of beers!

From previous newsletter articles readers know that we have three Epagneul Bretons. They are
spayed females, two of which were spayed before their first heat cycle. The third dog joined us at
fourteen months old so she had one heat cycle before being spayed. All of our dogs have some
common lineage.



Two dogs have the same sire which was Fred’s dog, Shane (Cliathan Kerryman).
The mother of one is the grandmother of another of my dogs (Cliathan Minnie).
Continued on page 9
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Spring Ramblings - Continued from page 8






Two have the same grandfather.
One was sired by Brique De L’Ardour.
Two have CHF Zeus Ebony Leaps A Lot as a grandfather from Coteau Kennel.
Two have Indy De Saint Lubin as an ancestor.
One has Fred’s Elle in her background whose line produced many fine field and trial dogs.

All three of our dogs are excellent hunters but they each have different hunting styles and
temperament.
Dog One: Daisy (Ambra du Hyalite) is twelve years old and still hunting. At her age Daisy is a
slower but still extremely methodical hunter who hunts short range, and checks in frequently. She
finds birds that other dogs pass over and hunts all types of birds. Daisy is undaunted by thick
cover.
Dog Two: Cassie (Cassandra du Hyalite) is ten years old and a more independent far ranging dog
who finds downed birds and does not like to retrieve. She performs best on Sharptail grouse and
Hungarian Partridges in open fields.
Dog Three: Sally (Helena du Hyalite) is four. She is a very fast, small dog who likes thick cover,
checks in frequently, and at 24 pounds is a very hard worker and bird producer on all types of
birds.
Where am I going with all of this information? These three Epagneul Bretons have some common
lineage as well as other dogs in the mix. The end results are three very different dogs in demeanor,
hunting characteristics, personality and temperament. Very important is that over time these dogs
have been and are very healthy. Not all Epagneul Bretons are created equal. I guess the thing to
do is to benefit from knowledge, experience, and the decisions of breeders.
We all anxiously await the new hunting season!

The Mountain Blue Bird
Historically, the Mountain Bluebird depended for its nest sites on
tree cavities excavated by woodpeckers, but the increased
provisioning of nest boxes has created new breeding
opportunities.
While showing off nest cavities, males give their most elaborate
display: sing on or near the structure housing the nest cavity and
at the entrance, and fly back and forth between a perch near the female and the nest cavity itself.
Only the female builds the nest. The male sometimes acts as if he is helping, but he either brings no
nest material or he drops it on the way.
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Having a dog can help your heart — literally
from: http://www.health.harvard.edu/
Dog lovers know how much warmth and comfort their canine companions add to their lives. But
they might not know that a growing body of evidence suggests that having a dog may help
improve heart health.

Pet ownership, especially having a dog, is probably associated with a decreased risk of
cardiovascular disease. This does not mean that there is a clear cause and effect relationship
between the two. But it does mean that pet ownership can be a reasonable part of an overall
strategy to lower the risk of heart disease.
Several studies have shown that dog owners have lower blood pressure than non-owners —
probably because their pets have a calming effect on them and because dog owners tend to get
more exercise. The power of touch also appears to be an important part of this "pet effect." Several
studies show that blood pressure goes down when a person pets a dog.
There is some evidence that owning a dog is associated with lower cholesterol and triglyceride
levels. A large study focusing on this question found that dog owners had lower cholesterol and
triglyceride levels than non-owners, and that these differences weren't explainable by diet,
smoking, or body mass index (BMI). However, the reason for these differences is still not clear.
Dogs' calming effect on humans also appears to help people handle stress. For example, some
research suggests that people with dogs experience less cardiovascular reactivity during times of
stress. That means that their heart rate and blood pressure go up less and return to normal more
quickly, dampening the effects of stress on the body.
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Don’t Blame It On The Dog! by Peter Wa x
I am waiting in line at the license counter when the conversation in front of me turns to bird dogs.
Now bird dogs are a passion of mine, so I lean in to hear better when the tall one says “any old
hunting dog is better then a sissified field trial dog” and the short one responds with “them
spoiled professional trainers and pointers wreck the hunting season.” The statements lauded as
fact are to truth about field trial dogs and their trainers as flock shooting is to accurate
shot-gunning.

Pups 4 Sale! GSP Pups: These
are going to be sharp looking
dogs who will excel in the field
and come home and be great with
children. Excellent bloodlines.
Both parents are amazing
family dogs and both hunt.

Pick up the paper and turn to the puppy advertisements. Take a good
look. How many advertisements do you see bragging about puppies
from plain old hunting dogs? The reason there are none is because as
hunters we do not want a plain old hunting dog. We want a special
dog. We want a bell-ringing, brush busting, ice breaking never say die
bird making son-of-gun. That special one, the dog of a life time and we also know that the most
likely way to get what we want is to select a puppy from proven parents.
While it is common knowledge that a hunter’s best chance for getting an exceptional bird dog is
by picking a puppy from proven parents, it is also common knowledge that everyone from
government agencies to anti-hunting organizations will vilify bird dogs and field trials. It has
even become fashionable to denigrate bloodlines proven through competitive evaluation in the
outdoor press.
Often sighted by these theorists is that game birds are captured during training. If any of these
experts would have ever trained a hunting dog they would know that catching a wild bird is as
difficult as finding gold in the Granville sandhills. It might have happened, but if it would
happen as often as claimed there would be no game birds left in North Dakota and all those
Missourians that settled near Denbigh would be rich.

Not only are most of the fears associated with bird dogs unfounded, but the perpetuation of the
myth chops away at the tree that fruits stronger, faster, and smarter dogs. This tree is old with
deep roots in North Dakota where it has yielded of some of the finest retrievers, flushers, and
pointers in the world. Northwestern North
Dakota might not get much attention from
the Governor but the land of wind and
grass is holy ground to the pointing dog
fraternity.
Truth and tradition aside the real argument
stopper is that a well trained bird dog from
quality stock is game conservation in its
most noble form. Tom Roster, an expert on
shot loads and crippling potential noted
during a steel shot study on pheasants that
Continued on page 12
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Don’t Blame it on the Dog - Continued from page 11
dogs kept the crippling loss low at just 12.2 percent compared to some waterfowl tests that observed
over 30 percent (Craig Bihrle, 1999 ND Outdoors). To put this into perspective in North Dakota 907
thousand pheasants were harvested during the 2007 season. A crippling loss improvement from 30
to 12.2 percent would have conserved over 150 thousand rooster pheasants.
Everyone enjoys the colorful character who entertains us with fork lore about northern pike
shedding their teeth, big foot, and bird dogs that consumed the hatch, but in the end we must turn
to the science and the science says that breeding the best hunting dogs, training them well, and
providing places and opportunities to test them is not only in the best interest to the wildlife but to
the hunter as well. If we as hunters wish to continue hunting we must maintain the support of the
non-hunting population, which outnumbers hunters 9:1, and to do so requires that we treat all
wildlife with the utmost respect and dignity, and to do so requires a sissified field trial dog and his
spoiled trainer someplace in the mix.

The black-footed ferret (BFF), also known as the American polecat or prairie dog hunter, is a member
of the weasel family native to central North America. It is listed
as endangered by the IUCN, because of its very small and restricted
populations. First discovered by Audubon and Bachman in 1851, the
species declined throughout the 20th century, primarily as a result of
decreases in prairie dog populations and sylvatic plague.
Depending exclusively on prairie dog burrows for shelter, historically,
BFF habitat coincided with habitats of black-tailed prairie dog,
Gunnison’s prairie dog, and white-tailed prairie dog. The BFF is the only ferret species native to the
Americas. Its historical range spanned much of western North America’s intermountain and prairie
grasslands, extending from Canada to Mexico. As of 2015, BFFs have been reintroduced in the wild at
24 sites across 8 states, Canada, and Mexico.
Black-footed ferrets once numbered in the tens of thousands, but due to a combination of human
induced threats they were believed to be extinct twice in the 20th century. In 1981, a small population
of the species was rediscovered in Meeteetse, Wyoming. However, by 1986, due
to disease, only eighteen individuals were known to exist in this isolated wild
population. Scientists captured these remaining BFFs and they became the
foundation for a successful captive breeding and reintroduction program that
continues today. As of 2015, this Service-led BFF program has annually released
BFFs into the wild at a number of different reintroduction sites across the West.
Currently, there are approximately 280 BFFs living at captive breeding facilities.
*From http://fwp.mt.gov/fishAndWildlife/species/endangered/ferret/
BFF Historic Range
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Tips and Training Gear for You and Pup
It’s that time of year, the when you bring home a young pup. When they are new to your house,
they are all champions so treat them like one. Make sure you have the right equipment to bring
out the best in pup.
1. Crate or Kennel - The crate or kennel is essential. The crate is pups safe place.
It’s comfort for pup and for you. Teach pup to go into the crate happily and
you will save your self many sets of shoes.
2. Retrieving objects - Pup loves to retrieve so use that and reinforce this
instinctive behavior. When pups are young and even not so young,
get them toys to retrieve. Always reinforce the behavior. When
pup gets older and you want to do formal training, introduce the
retrieving bumper. They come in all shapes, sizes and material.
Teach pup that they can bring anything back and you will be happy
with them because that is what a good dog does!
3. Leash - A leash is key for taking a walk in town or in an area where dogs are not allowed to
run unattended. Start pup out with very informal leash training and then after 6
months you can start on more formal training. The important take away here is
to keep your dog under control. Don’t be the guy who lets his dog run
unattended in a group, you and your dog will not be loved.
4. Treats - Dogs love to be rewarded with treats. This can be applied both in an
informal setting or very formal training. When a dog comes in from your
backyard when called, they have earned a reward. Treats can be cheese or hot
dogs cut into tiny pieces or treats you buy from a store. Remember to count the
calories from the treats into total calories for the day.
5. Stake out - The stake out is an important tool. At events, dog or not, you may need to stake
out your dog so they can cool off, drink, stretch, or eat. Start by staking your pup
out early in their puppyhood for short durations and gradually work up the time.
It’s always embarrassing when your dog is staked out for the first time and they
are crying on the end of the rope or chain like someone is cutting off their head.
The most important tip for training pup is to remember to have fun. Always
have fun with pup and be positive. This will make for a happy puppy, one that is going to want
to work for you.
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Photo Gallery

Max says “Hello”, form Hawaii
Photo By David Johnson

Jawen du Hameau de Sorny Owned by K
Dessertenne
Photo provided by Pierre Wilems

Crossed relaxation Mélisse and Mandarine du
Hameau de Sorny Ownee by P Willems
Photo provided by Pierre Wilems
Smith's Legend De Pondside
Photo by Ed Smith
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Recipe: Olive Cheese Bread*
Ingredients:


6 oz can black olives, drained



6 oz jar pimento stuffed green olives, drained



2 stalks green onions



1 stick butter, at room temperature



1/2 C mayo



12 oz Monterey jack cheese, grated



1 loaf crusty French bread, sliced lengthwise

Directions:
Roughly chop both back and green olives. Slice the green onions into thin pieces. Combine
the butter, mayo, cheese, olives and onions in mixing bowl. Stir together until thoroughly
combined. Spread the mixture onto French bread. Bake at 325 F for 20 - 25 minutes.
The olive/cheese/mayo mixture can also be refrigerated (up to 2 days) and used as a dip.
Great with crackers!

*From A Full Life compiled by Stephanie Meisel

Do you have a recipe to share with the whoa Post readers?
Please send it to Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

Dogs do speak, but only to those who
know how to listen."
Orhan Pamuk
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Breeders
Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com
Chantant K-3 Kennel
Norman & Judy Pope
popecpa23@gmail.com
605-724-2533, 303-324-9972
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@outlook.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com
Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Stud Dogs
1. CHF-Wild NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour *
Hip Rating - A ( France)
*Frozen Semen only
2. CHF-W F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete the
membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders who raise
UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is sent directly to
over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page. Provide your
information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name, Phone, Email, Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name, Phone, Email,7 Website
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Up Coming Events
August 26 &27, 2017
Northern Plains EB Gun Dog Club Wild Bird Trail
& TAN, Timber Lake, SD
Field Trial Secretary: Norman Pope 605-724-2533
or popecpa23@gmail.com
Cancelled: August 30 & 31, 2017
Big Sky EBGDC Wild Field Trial
Denton, MT
September 9 & 10, 2017
Club De L'Epagneul Breton Inc., Mount-Laurier
Quebec, Canada
Wild Trial & Water Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Reynald Lefebvre,
450.585.6242

Sept. 16 & 17, 2017
Heart of the Prairie EB Gun Dog Club
Green Valley, IL
Liberated Field Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868
October 21 & 22, 2017
CEB – US
Bloomfield, IA
Wild Field Trial, TAN, Water Field Trial
Field Trial Secretary: Clint LaFary, 309.231.8868

Whoa Post Market Place
Puppies: Blue (Just Perfect du Auburn Bretons) & Ruby
(Joyful Ruby du Hyalite) have produced a litter of pups - 2
females, 5 males. All puppies are black, orange tricolor. These pups
are vigorous and well marked. Combined with their parents field
abilities and cooperative personalities these pups are sure to bring
you joy in the field and at home. Whelp Date: April 21st.
For more information on this litter contact Carl Anderson at: 701527-1669 (Cell) or 701-258-6661(home). You can also email Carl
Anderson at Link s8736@ao l.co m
Blue

Ruby
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:









Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please
Sallyrenew
Says: your
“Hey
and mentors
membership
to theto
Boss! It’s time
Receive advance notice of special events
Bigpay
Skyour
Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form
is below. dues!”
membership
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee
is $20 - individuals $30 - family or $50 - business
(Business membership receive a business card size ad in
the Whoa Post for the year.)
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership
Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual _____ $30 Family _____ $50 Business_____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

